With a Little Help From My Friends

(teachers) What will you do now your teachers are gone?

(students) You have walked out and we’re feeling blue.

(teachers) Lend me your ears and we’ll sing you a song

(students) Yes please tell us what we have to do.

(teachers) Oh you’ll get by with a little help from your friends

Mm you gotta try with a little help from your friends,

Yes, you’ll stay high with a little help from your friends.

(students) What should we do now that you’ve gone away?

(teachers) Does it worry you to be alone?

(students) How do you feel by the end of the day?

(teachers) We are sad because our classes are gone

But we’ll get by with a little help from our friends

Mm we’re gonna try with a little help from our friends,

Yes, we’ll stay high with a little help from our friends.

***

(teachers) Do you need anybody?

(students) We just need someone to learn from

(teachers) Can it be anybody?

(students) We need somebody to learn from.

(teachers) Do you believe they have forced us to strike?

(students) Yes ’cause we hear that this happens all the time.

(teachers) What will you do once they’ve turned out the lights?

(students) We’ll tell the world they’ve committed this crime

(attack (all) And we’ll get by with a little help from our friends

Mm we’re gonna try with a little help from our friends,

Yes, we’ll stay high with a little help from your friends.

(return to *** then @@ last time to coda)

coda: yes we get by with a little help from our friends with a little help from our frieeeeeeeendsss